
Copyright in the Classroom

Don Taylor, Copyright Officer
Jennifer Zerkee, Copyright Specialist
copy@sfu.ca |  copyright.sfu.ca

Nothing in this presentation is intended as or should be construed as legal advice.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The website has FAQs, videos, general copyright information, resources, tools and links. Contact us at copy@sfu.ca with any questions about copyright and teaching, as well as research, publishing and any other copyright concerns.Please note that the Copyright Office is not staffed by lawyers, and our advice is intended as professional advice. Nothing in this presentation should be considered as legal advice.

mailto:copy@sfu.ca
https://www.lib.sfu.ca/help/academic-integrity/copyright


Today’s Outline

• What is copyright?

• What does copyright protect? How long does it last?

• Copyright scenarios for teaching
• #1 – Book chapter
• #2 – Images
• #3 – Showing a film in class
• #4 – Showing a YouTube video



What is copyright?

Copyright protects:

Literary works
Books, poems, journal articles, websites

Dramatic works
Plays, films

Musical works
Songs, instrumental compositions

Art works
Drawings, paintings, sculptures, maps

Sound recordings
Speeches, lectures, animal sounds, 
nature sounds, music, audiobook

Performances
Musical/theatrical performances 
(dancing, singing, acting), presentations

Communication Signals
Pay-per-view, radio programs, satellite, broadcasts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Copyright protects literary works, dramatic works, musical works and artworks, as well as sound recordings, performances and communication signals. That makes it relevant for teaching with textbooks, journal articles, websites, maps, photos, videos, figures and a wide range of other material.



What is copyright?
Rights include
• copy
• perform in public
• publish
• translate
• adapt to another format
• record a literary, dramatic or musical work
• broadcast
• exhibit an artwork
• authorize others to do these things

Happens immediately and automatically

Term Life plus 70

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Copyright includes the right to copy a work, as well as all the other rights listed here, including the right to grant permission for others to do these things. Only the copyright owner has these rights, except in specific exceptions in the Copyright Act, which we’ll talk about today. The copyright owner is usually the creator of the work (i.e., author, artist, composer), but ownership of copyright can be transferred, for example to a publisher, or owned by the creator’s employer.Copyright is effective immediately and automatically when a work is created, but copyright does expire. The current general rule for the length of copyright protection is the life of the creator plus 70 years from the end of the year in which they die, or the “life plus 70” rule. Due to recent changes from a “life plus 50” rule, if the creator died in 1971 or earlier, copyright has expired and their works are now in the public domain. If the creator died/dies in 1972 or later, their works are protected for their life plus 70 years. There are a few exceptions to this general rule, which are available in sections 6-12 of the Copyright Act.



Things not protected by copyright

• Materials that are not copyrightable
• Thoughts/ideas
• Facts/data
• Single words/short phrases 

• Materials in the public domain
• Remember: Life plus 70

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some things are not protected by copyright. This includes thoughts and ideas – an idea must be fixed in some form (i.e., written, drawn, recorded) to be protected. Factual information and most types of data are not protected because they were not created by someone, e.g. demographic data, environmental measurements, statistics. Single words and short phrases like a book or song title are too “insubstantial” to be protected by copyright. And once copyright expires in a creator’s works they enter the “public domain” which means they can be used in any way by anyone without permission or payment.



Workshop handouts

Go to copyright.sfu.ca
Click on Instructors
Click on Resources
We will be using “Copyright and Teaching Infographic” and “Copyright 

Decision Tree”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will be using these two tools throughout this workshop: the Copyright and Teaching Infographic and the Copyright Decision Tree.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the Copyright Decision Tree, which will help you work through any situation where you’re using third-party works. This is not teaching-specific, it will be useful in any situation. It works like any decision tree: The light blue boxes ask a question and the answer takes you either to the recommendation that you can use the work, or to another question for clarification.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the Copyright and Teaching Infographic. This one is specific to teaching, and outlines the two most important users’ rights for instructors: fair dealing (across the top section) and provisions specifically for educational institutions (across the bottom section).



Scenario 1: a book chapter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the first scenario we’re going to walk through a very typical scenario for instructors: suppose I want to scan one chapter out of a book and upload it to Canvas as a required reading for my students.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example I might use: Chapter 5, “Users’ rights,” from Laura Murray and Samuel Trosow’s book “Canadian Copyright: A Citizen’s Guide.”



Start here 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll start with the Decision Tree. This book is certainly protected by copyright. I am not the creator.The third question asks if there is a license that would let you use this work in this way. This is where this splits into two different scenarios: I’m either using the print copy of the book or a digital ebook version. We’ll start with print – a print book (or journal) will probably not have a license applied to it.The next question is about a statement disallowing the use of the work…



Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may have noticed most books include a statement like this in the front that says you can’t copy, reproduce or transmit any part of the book without permission. Does that mean I can’t copy anything out of this book at all?No. I didn’t have to sign a contract or agree to these terms when I bought this book, so this statement isn’t binding in the same way that a contract is. We can answer “no” here and move on. For a print book we can also skip the next question about Technological Protection Measures (we’ll come back to some of these things we’ve skipped in a moment).



The “big question”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we get to the “big question” on the Decision Tree: Does fair dealing or another Copyright Act exception apply? This is where we turn to the Infographic…



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The fair dealing guidelines are along the top part, and we’ll look at the Textual Materials column. I want to use one chapter, which in this case is 16 pages out of 286, so yes – I’m within both the one chapter and the 10% guidelines. I can go ahead and scan this chapter and upload it to Canvas.If this single chapter was more than 10% of the book’s pages I could still use it because it falls under the one chapter parameter. Conversely, if two chapters together totalled only 8% of the book’s pages I could use both under the 10% parameter. Use the parameter that works best in a given situation.



Collected creative works vs scholarly works 

The 10% / 1 chapter fair dealing 
guideline does not apply to 
collected creative works. You can 
only copy up to 10% of an individual
story/poem/play.
The 10% / 1 chapter fair dealing 
guideline does apply to collected 
scholarly works such as anthologies 
and edited collections of academic 
articles. You can copy an entire 
work from such a collection.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 10%/1 chapter guidelines does not apply to collections of short stories, poems or plays. In those cases, one “chapter” is actually an entire story, poem or play, so you can only copy up to 10% of the individual work (e.g. 2 pages out of 20 in the short story, or 4 lines out of 40 in a poem).However, the 10%/1 chapter guidelines do apply to collected scholarly works. You can copy an entire article or essay from such a collection.



Posting fair dealing excerpts in Canvas

This item has been copied under the Fair Dealing provisions of the
Copyright Act as enumerated in SFU Appendix R30.04A - Application of
Fair Dealing under Policy R30.04. You may not distribute, e-mail or
otherwise communicate these materials to any other person.

(This wording is available on copyright.sfu.ca > Instructors > Resources, under
“Copyright tools and forms”)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you copy material under fair dealing and post it in Canvas, you are required to include this wording, preferably on the work itself. For example, add it on a cover page when you create the pdf.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
If fair dealing doesn’t apply – for example, if I want to copy an excerpt that exceeds both one chapter and 10% - I would look at the bottom section of the Infographic. Unfortunately it’s not very helpful in this case because for textual materials I’m only allowed to copy them for display in the classroom or in an exam, not to hand out or make available to students. This is not very practical for a book chapter, although it might be useful for something shorter like poetry, which you may not be able to copy under fair dealing as we just discussed.



Options for more than 1 chapter/10%

Course packs (SFU Bookstore)
• Paper or digital
• Student-pay, cost-recovery model 

(student pays license and production cost, 
no profit)

SFU Copyright Clearance Fund
• For 1-2 readings that exceed fair dealing
• License cost paid by central SFU fund
• The Library makes the content available 

through Library Reserves

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you need to copy an amount beyond what is outlined on the Copyright and Teaching handout, here are a couple of options. The Bookstore can create a course pack, in which case they will clear any needed copyright permissions and students pay those copyright costs as well as production costs when they purchase the course pack. To create a course pack, contact the Bookstore.We now also have a Copyright Clearance Fund, which provides funding to cover the copyright costs for a small number of readings per course. This is intended for occasional, one-off or supplementary readings. For example, if your course already has a textbook that students will buy but you also want to add a couple of chapters from another book; or if you need a couple of short stories or poems. This fund is not intended to replace a course pack or book purchase, or to cover all readings for a course. To access the Fund, submit a Library Reserves request through the Library.



Licensing agreements

Open Access (OA):
• Up-front permission to copy, share, 

and use the work in certain ways
• Usually marked with a Creative 

Commons (CC) license
• In the Library catalogue, look for the 

orange open lock

Library subscriptions:
• Usually allow copying and use for 

teaching purposes
• Check the license details in the Library 

catalogue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That was all related to a print book, but what if I wanted to copy content from an ebook?The work may be open access or “OA,” which means the author or copyright owner has applied a license that provides up-front permission to use the work. OA works are identified in the Library catalogue by an orange open lock logo that says “open access/free.” Open Access materials can generally be copied and shared without further permission or any copyright concerns.More commonly, the ebook or ejournal will be available through a Library subscription, in which case it is governed by the license the Library agreed to when purchasing the subscription. The details of these licenses are available in the Library catalogue, under the “show license” drop-down. These licenses typically permit teaching uses like uploading to Canvas or otherwise distributing to students. However, always check that this is permitted. Some licenses do not permit copying and prefer you to provide a link to students; in very rare cases a license will even prohibit linking (in this case the Library typically also has a print subscription and you can scan an article from the print edition which is not covered by the license). Contact the Copyright Office or your liaison librarian for help finding and accessing materials for teaching.



Technological protection measures (TPMs)

TPMs that limit access:
• Passwords
• Subscriptions
• Time limits

TPMs that limit copying:
• Read-only
• Download blocking
• Watermarks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If there isn’t an open access license or library license that permits you to copy the work you’d like to use, the next question on the Decision Tree asks about technological protection measures (TPMs). These are anything that restricts access to or use of a digital resource, such as regional encoding on a DVD, a requirement to login or a limit on the number of pages you can print or download from an ebook. It is unlawful to circumvent (bypass) a TPM.



What to do when the textbook is late?
Digital copies of relevant material could be made 
available to students.

Student needs to have already purchased the textbook.

Digital copies should be delivered directly to student 
and not posted in LMS.

Student needs to be informed that the digital copies 
should be destroyed once the textbook arrives. 

https://www.pexels.com/photo/close-up-of-photo-of-books-327882/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the rare situation when a textbook hasn’t arrived for students in time for the semester, you can provide digital copies of the section needed for the period of time until the book arrives – even if this is more than 1 chapter/10%. However, if it does exceed the fair dealing limits of 1 chapter/10%, you should only provide it to students who can demonstrate that they have ordered the textbook, rather than making it available to the whole class in Canvas.

https://www.pexels.com/photo/close-up-of-photo-of-books-327882/


Scenario 2: images

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our next scenario we’ll look at images. Generally assume that images found online are protected by copyright – if you do a Google search there is no indication on your search results about the images’ copyright status or whether there might be a license or terms of use that allow you to use them.



Using Google Image search

• Use the Usage Rights filter to select only 
images with Creative Commons licenses

• Always go to the image’s original website 
and double check the license or terms of 
use!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a Google image search, you can limit your results with the “Usage Rights” filter to only retrieve Creative Commons-licensed sources. We recommend you always double check on an image’s original webpage to confirm that the license is correct.



Creative Commons licenses

CC BY (Attribution)

CC BY-SA (Attribution – Share Alike)

CC BY-NC (Attribution – Non-Commercial)

CC BY-ND (Attribution – No Derivatives)

CC BY-NC-SA (Attribution – Non-Commercial – Share Alike)

CC BY-NC-ND (Attribution – Non-Commercial – No Derivatives)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Creative Commons provides six different licenses, all with different parameters, but all will permit typical teaching uses of works such as including them in a slide presentation for a lecture or in a handout for students, or posting them in Canvas.Image credits:Icons by Creative Commons, CC BY (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/deed.ast), https://creativecommons.org/about/downloads



Other image resources

• Finding and using online images 
(https://www.lib.sfu.ca/help/research-
assistance/format-type/online-images)

• Website terms of use, e.g. Canadian 
federal government websites

• Openverse (Creative Commons search) 
(https://wordpress.org/openverse/)

• PowerPoint image libraries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are other sources where you can be confident that the contents are licensed for classroom use or more generally openly licensed. The Library provides a guide to various sources of images, including databases that the Library subscribes to. Most of these are not openly licensed, but do permit use for teaching purposes. This page also includes links to websites, which may have a variety of terms, so always check before you use a new source.Canada’s federal government websites are a good example of permissive terms of use. You can make non-commercial use of all content you find there (unless otherwise indicated), so this can be a good source for things like maps and other images, as well as reports and other types of information.For Creative Commons-licensed images that you can use in and beyond the classroom, in a wide variety of ways, Openverse searches a range of legitimate image sources including art galleries, museums and science organizations.PowerPoint includes two options for finding images for your slides: “Online picture,” which just does a web search – so keep in mind the things I talked about a moment ago – and “Stock images,” which are provided by Microsoft specifically to be included in presentations, so go ahead and use these.

https://www.lib.sfu.ca/help/research-assistance/format-type/online-images
https://wordpress.org/openverse/


Trustworthy free image sites

Look for sites with clear terms of use explaining the 
copyright status or license applied to the images.

Pixabay.com – photos, illustrations, vector graphics, 
videos (free from copyright *except “sponsored” 
images)

Unsplash.com – photos (free from copyright)

TheNounProject.com – icons (free from copyright 
or openly licensed)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are numerous “free image” sites online, but look for one that has clear terms explaining the copyright status of its contents and why you are able to use them for free. These are a few we recommend.Images (clockwise from top): Photo by Brandon on Unsplash ; Salmon by Rfourtytwo from Noun Project ; Photo by Milada Vigerova on Unsplash ; Salmon by Eva Ratkus from Noun Project ; Image by OpenClipart-Vectors from Pixabay 

https://pixabay.com/
https://unsplash.com/
https://thenounproject.com/


Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can also check the “Images” column on the Copyright and Teaching Infographic. Under fair dealing you can only use one image from a compilation, which is pretty limited. In the lower section you can copy an image for display only. But if the image is found online you can also refer to the “Internet materials” column…



Internet materials

You can reproduce an entire work from the Internet as long as you are not breaking a TPM 
and there is no “clearly visible notice” prohibiting copying.

*Linking/embedding is always okay *unless subscription terms prohibit (e.g. HBR)

*Displaying web content live is always okay

*Content must be from legitimate websites!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You are permitted to use anything found online, provided it is not protected by a technological protection measure that blocks what you want to do with it, and provided there aren’t terms explicitly prohibiting its use. For example, it can’t be behind a password login, and the copyright statement or terms of use can’t say something like “You may copy or use content from this website for personal use only.” The “Internet materials” provision can be applied to any type of content you find online, not just images.You can always link to content on a public website, regardless of its terms and most TPMs – a link does not copy the work itself, just provides its location, like a citation. Similarly, displaying content live in the classroom (i.e., going to the website in your browser rather than screencapturing the content and pasting it into slides) is allowed.We do recommend ensuring to the best of your ability that you are using reliable websites, such as those from companies or organizations, government agencies, educational institutions or news outlets, rather than an individual’s blog or an unknown site with unclear terms.



Using images outside the classroom

• The Copyright and Teaching infographic is specifically for teaching
• Fair dealing may not apply in other situations
• Look for more open Creative Commons licenses (e.g., those that don’t 

prohibit commercial use)
• Consider purchasing (licensing) images for more public use

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This workshop focuses on teaching, and the Copyright and Teaching Infographic specifically addresses copying material for teaching. If you need images for something else, like advertising a new course on social media, use on your department’s public website or use in a conference presentation, make sure that more public type of use is permitted by the terms or license on the image.



Scenario 3: showing a film in class

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In an in-person class you can show an entire film under a Copyright Act exception for educational institutions. This can be any DVD or other format that you own or have borrowed or rented.



Subscription streaming services

The Netflix service and any content viewed through the service 
are for your personal and non-commercial use only and may 
not be shared with individuals beyond your household.

Amazon grants you a license to access and view the Digital 
Content for personal, non-commercial, private use.

The Disney+ Service is provided to individuals for their 
personal, noncommercial use only.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, you cannot access your personal account on a subscription streaming service like Netflix or Apple TV. In the contract you agreed to when you signed up for these services, you agreed to use them only for personal or private, non-commercial use for you and your family or household. Your options are to find the content on a DVD or a streaming resource the Library subscribes to, or to ask your students to access it and watch individually outside of class.*Netflix actually does have some content specifically licensed for “educational use.” You can find this content on their website, and anything in this collection can be shown in the classroom.



Library streaming options

• Is the streaming film already in our collection? Check the catalogue.
• If it isn’t, see https://www.lib.sfu.ca/about/branches-

depts/mrc/streaming-video-service for details about requesting a 
streaming version.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you can only find the content you want on one of those individual streaming services, or if you are teaching online or want to assign a film as homework, check the Library’s catalogue for a streaming version of the film you’re looking for. If we don’t have a streaming version of the film, contact Media Bookings to request that a streaming version be purchased or created. When the Library streams the film we will provide a link you can share with your students.

https://www.lib.sfu.ca/about/branches-depts/mrc/streaming-video-service


Scenario 4: a YouTube video

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to talk about YouTube videos because a lot of instructors use them – but this is actually a type of work where we set aside the Copyright Decision Tree. The most important question for YouTube videos is: was it posted legitimately? Did the copyright owner approve the posting, or was it done without permission?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start by trying to find content on the organization’s own channel, such as a company, educational institution, government agency, cultural organization, etc. You might need to look closely: the example on this slide may look like a National Geographic channel, however it’s not verified with a checkmark, and if you go to the channel’s “About” page there is no information provided. These are red flags. So in this case, go to National Geographic’s own channel and see if this video is available there.If you can’t find the content on the organization’s own channel, it may be possible to use the copy uploaded by someone else, such as this user here. YouTube has a sophisticated system that screens uploaded material against a huge database of content from most media producers and studios. It will automatically detect content belonging to one of those producers (e.g., Sony, Disney) and notify them. Copyright owners are given the option to have the video removed, to have the sound muted, or to monetize the use of the content by having ads inserted. So if you see ads before or during a YouTube video, the copyright owner has been notified that their material is online and has consented to having it remain online and available.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And this video does have an ad at the beginning, so National Geographic has approved it being available. Go ahead and use it.Note that you can’t download a YouTube video because there is a technological protection measure that blocks the ability to download or save it. You must embed or link to a video instead.



What about your work?

Teaching: Instructors own copyright in their research and teaching 
materials (SFU Policy R30.03).

Publishing usually involves copyright transfer, but can be negotiable.
You can choose to publish openly in order to encourage use of your 
work (see the SFU Library’s page Scholarly Publishing & Open Access).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What about the works that you create? Under SFU’s Intellectual Property Policy, instructors retain ownership of copyright in their research and teaching materials, such as lectures, slides and exams. Students cannot copy these materials and share them online, or record your lecture, without your permission. They can copy material under fair dealing, such as printing out your slides to study from. And they can of course take notes in your lecture. We provide a copyright syllabus statement that outlines what students need to know – this is on our website copyright.sfu.ca, or email copy@sfu.ca to request it.This workshop is not about publishing, but we also want to mention that we can answer questions about author rights, transferring copyright to a publisher and publishing agreements and policies.



https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2021/09/15/pearson-sues-former-partner-chegg-copyright-infringement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, if you find your teaching materials have been posted on a tutoring website without your consent, we can assist you in contacting the site to request that it be taken down.

https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2021/09/15/pearson-sues-former-partner-chegg-copyright-infringement


Questions?

Don Taylor, Copyright Officer
Jennifer Zerkee, Copyright Specialist
copy@sfu.ca |  copyright.sfu.ca

Nothing in this presentation is intended as or should be construed as legal advice.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contact us at any time, with any copyright questions.

mailto:copy@sfu.ca
https://www.lib.sfu.ca/help/academic-integrity/copyright
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